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Trait Activity Why Does it Help?
Reordering a story:
• Take a short picture book like Yo! Yes? by Chris Raschka and type each

page (or each word) on a slide.  Use nice, big type.  (You can create a
template from a slide show to use and reuse.)

• Mix up the slides using the slide sorter.
• Make the slide show available on each computer in the lab.
• Ask pairs of students to arrange them in the "correct" order.  Using the slide

sorter feature in PowerPoint makes this activity easy.
• Share stories in class.
• Talk with students about the results.  Which ones made sense?  Why did they

place words where they did?  Why were there so many variations?  Could
other stories be reordered?  Why or why not?

Variations:
There are many variations on organization activities in Picture Books: An
Annotated Bibliography, by Ruth Culham.  Some use technology and some use
print.

This story is comprised of
one-word exchanges.
Because of that, it can be
reorganized in many
different ways.

When they share their
results, they are thinking
critically about what
makes good organization.

Plant Cycles & Growth:
Do you and your students grow plants from seeds?  Use PowerPoint and your
digital camera to track the growth and create a time lapse slide show.
• Plant your seeds.
• Take a digital picture of a selected plant at regular intervals.  (Each week

might be enough depending on the rate of growth.)
• Continue taking pictures for a period of time.
• When the growth cycle is pretty complete (or you get tired of taking pictures),

compile the pictures in PPT.  You can put one picture on each slide.
• Work with your entire class and sort the slides using a projector and a screen.

Create slide transitions that give the effect of time lapse photography, for
example, a dissolve transition.

• OR you can print out copies of the slides, laminate them, and allow students
to put them in order.  (If you have a long hallway near your room, you could
do this activity there and leave the results for others to see.)

Variation:
Ask students to use good word choice (in this case, probably scientific words) to
describe what is happening in the pictures.

Students are taking a
process they've seen
many times and are
recreating it.  Since the
process is both familiar
and linear, it can help
them to achieve the same
effect in their writing.
Start with the seed of the
idea and keep it going
until you get fruit or it is
full-grown.
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Choose Your Own Adventure:
This activity could be done with a variety of technologies: PowerPoint, Word, any
web editor, etc.  If you've never read a Choose Your Own Adventure story, the
reader gets to decide how the story progresses.  For example, if the main
character is at an intersection, two possibilities are presented to the reader.  If the
character turns right, turn to page ___.  If he/she turns left, turn to page ___.
Each possibility sets in motion a new adventure.
• Using a favorite story, discuss different ending possibilities with students.  Or

discuss what makes the characters act the way that they do.  Do these other
endings make sense?  Why or why not?

• Have groups of students create a story with multiple endings or twists and
turns.  Using Inspiration/Kidspiration or note cards, students can map out their
stories easily and visualize the multiple ways it could be completed by the
reader.  This storyboarding step using technology or paper is very important
in this activity.

• Completed stories are entered into PowerPoint.  Use Action Buttons and
hyperlinks to create navigation for the story.  The storyboard/map helps them
plan the links.

Since students have to
plan multiple endings and
twists and turns, they
must closely examine the
organization of the story.
The authors must make
sure that the story has a
number of logical
possibilities that will truly
engage the reader.

By considering their
characters, they are also
using more than just
organization, but ideas.
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Trait Activity Why Does it Help?

Illustrating a Poem:
Take a poem and embellish it.  Why use PPT?  You can take advantage of
animations, paint, and other creative features that PPT brings together.  The
canvas of one slide also gives students a distinct space to work with.
• Students can take a piece of their poetry (or a favorite by another author) and

type it into a slide.
• Using clipart, music, and other PPT capabilities to set the mood and voice for

the poem.  The last slide should explain why the music and elements were
chosen.  How do they reflect the voice of the poem?

Possible Links & Variations:
• Color as a literary element.  How do colors affect our moods?  What colors

evoke particular images?
• How does color affect us personally?  Let students explore a variety of

questions and topics.  (You can create the possibilities with the students.)
Conduct a science/psychology experiment or survey about color.  For
example, survey peers about color choice in clothing.  Interview interior
decorators about color.  Find out why your school is painted the colors it is.
What happens if everyone in the school or class wears the same color on the
same day?  What about your school colors?  Present the findings to an
appropriate audience.

• For upper level students, take a piece of historical poetry, for example,
"September 1st, 1939" by W.H. Auden and ask students to illustrate it using
historically accurate images and/or music.  As an extension, ask them to
create a poem illustrating a historically significant event within their lifetime.

In order to illustrate a
voice, students must
examine and understand
it.  By justifying their
responses, they are
sharing their cognitive
processes used in
completing the project.
They will also consider
how other elements, like
word choice and
sentence fluency, affect
the voice of a piece.
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Create and Perform a Multimedia Story
Ask teams of students to take a favorite story (or an original one) and create a
multimedia version using PowerPoint.
• Discuss voice with students.  To illustrate the point, you may wish to use old

radio recordings.  You may find some at http://www.old-
time.com/bytes/index.html  Ask students to record some ideas about how the
voices of the actors carry the story and reflect the nature of the character--or
don't.

• Select or write a story.
• Storyboard.  Allow students time to decide and map out which text goes on

which slide and who will speak the parts.  This may end up looking like a
script.  (They may also need time to decide which graphics go on which
slides.)

• Allow students time to input the story into PowerPoint slides based on their
storyboarding.  Students will practice their parts as they complete this step.
(It might be a good idea to practice in front of the class .  Students can give
and receive some constructive feedback.)

• Record narration to the PowerPoint show based on the storyboarding.
(Students may need to do this in a silent area with no other groups around.)

• Students share their stories with others or place them in the elementary IMC
for students to access.  (For copyright purposes, these products should not
become permanent parts of the collection.)

Variations:
• Do your work in advance of Read Across America Week.  Share the results

with your elementary school.

In this case, students are
considering voice as it is
spoken, but their clues
are coming from the
written words.  How do
they arrive at a "voice" for
the character?  In their
own writing, how do they
create a voice with the
text?  There's a strong
link here with word
choice.
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Create your own "magnetic" poetry kits:
Create a set of slides that could be rearranged into poetry.
• Students examine their own poetry or the poetry of others.
• Ask them to select and list "poetic" words.  Which words make good poems?

To facilitate these lists, give students a chart to categorize their brainstorming
or use Inspiration/Kidspiration to create groups of words:

• descriptive words
• people, places, and things
• connecting words
• action words
(You may wish to brainstorm these categories with students to put them
into their own language and draw from their experiences.)

• Let kids type their word lists into PPT.  They can put one word on each slide.
The type should be nice and big.

• Save the slide show as a template.  (This way, the show may be used over
and over again and will allow the user to delete the words he/she doesn't
use.)

• Ask students to switch with a partner to test their kits.  Using the slide sorter,
students create their own poems.  They delete the slides they don't use.

• Students save their original poems with a new name.

Variations:
• Students could create the kits for other classes or groups.
• Students could illustrate their resulting poems in a word processor or

PowerPoint.
• This activity could be great during April, National Poetry Month, and could be

extended in the community by placing the resulting poems in the public library
or all around the community.  Using colors to enhance them will make them
inviting.

• As a parent night activity, have the kits available in the lab and ask parents to
create their own poetry.

This activity hits
organization as well.  By
thinking and categorizing
"poetic" words, students
are considering which
words might create
dynamic poetry.

By using kits created by
others, they are
employing word choice
themselves.
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What's Your Favorite Word?:
• Use PowerPoint to create a personal, illustrated word or perhaps a classroom

dictionary.  (If you use Word Walls or Sitton Spelling, those words would be
great candidates.)

• By using PPT, you can easily join the favorite words of all student files into
one slide show.  (How?  Create a new PPT file.  Go to Insert.  Go to Slides
from File.  Navigate to the slide show you wish to insert.  Click on it once.
Click once on Insert.  Your slide should appear.  Repeat until you've brought
in all the slides you want.)

Variations:
• Bring in amusing words or phrases and discuss their origins.  Or take phrases

common to your area and find out where they come from.
• Create your own words--start with something like "thingamajiggy" and see

where you end up.
• Stewardess, steward, flight attendant . . . how have terms changed over time?

Why have they changed?

Kids need to like words.
By identifying those they
simply like the sound of,
they are beginning to
create a favorite
vocabulary.
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Trees (a variation on Word Choice Activity 10 in Picture Books, by Ruth Culham):
Pairing up with a Science, Art, and other teachers might make this lesson work
more smoothly.  You may also want to have some guidebooks on trees or
identification books on reserve in the IMC or in your classroom.
1. Use the book Have You Seen the Trees, by Joanne Oppenheim.  Read the

book with students.
2. Take a walk through a forest or area with many trees.  Assign students in

teams of three to record observations: scientific, creative, graphic.  On the
walk, the teams select areas to photograph (using a regular or digital camera)
and describe using scientific terms, creative terms, and the medium of
photography.

3. Use the resulting images to create a forest/tree guidebook for your area.
Using PPT can pull together the images and text in a creative manner.  The
resulting multimedia product could be burned to a CD and housed in the IMC
as a resource to others.

Variations:
• Team up with local forestry or DNR personnel to expand the guidebook.  If

there is a state park nearby, the guidebook could be housed there in print or
multimedia format.  (Think of all the literature that is available at ranger
stations--make your kids part of it.)

• Use the guidebook with classes of younger students.  The older creators of
the book can take them on guided walks and create art activities that
incorporate trees and leaves.

By considering three
different classes of words,
students are considering
the vocabulary
appropriate to the class.
This activity will also help
them to use the words
that create different
voices.  For example,
how would an arborist
speak about trees?  How
would an artist speak
about trees?  A scientist?
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Illustrated Science or Social Studies or Math:
1. Take a set of current content area terms.  Type each term on a single slide.

Leave a blank slide in between terms.  (You could also have students do
this.)

2. Discuss visuals with students.  What makes a good visual?  How do we
communicate with visuals?  Ask them to brainstorm and create some visuals
that are shortcuts to ideas.  For example, a heart might symbolize love.  An
olive branch might symbolize peace.  As a class, create a set of guidelines for
good graphics/visuals.  Post the guidelines in the classroom.

3. Students working in teams draw, collect, or create images to illustrate their
term(s) on the blank slide.  The result should be more than a single piece of
clipart, but might be a collection in a particular sequence to illustrate the term.
Students may also use flow charts or other visual media as well.  For students
who need kinesthetic activities, they could create these using other media
and materials.

4. Student teams share their work and get constructive feedback from the class
using the class guidelines.

5. Post illustrations and definitions in the classroom as your accepted visual
vocabulary.

Variations:
• You could also rotate teams with this activity.  Perhaps one team per month

works on the visuals or teams rotate through creating definitions and creating
visuals for the entire class.

• Ask upper level students to create these types of projects for younger
students.  In this case, they would need to consider audience and appropriate
words to achieve their end.

Not only are they learning
the terms of the content
area, they are working on
other ways to represent
them.  If a picture is really
worth 1000 words, this
activity can help them to
see the connections
between graphics and
text.


